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THE PSYCHIC SECRET'S OF ALEX-LEROY 

(Techniques of Stage Clairvoyants, Platform Mediums, Spiritualist Psychics &
Faith Healers, Tarot Readers and Astrologists!) 

PLUS: The Ultimate Work on the Mentalism Questions and Answers (Q & A)
Style Act. 

Written by: Dr. Jonathan Royle. 

This is a Large Format (A4) Information Packed Publication of some 125 pages
which also contains links to a Secret Audio Training of almost 90 Minutes
Duration, together with links to various Private Video Training Resources to help
make your education in all things Psychic Complete. 

Made up of material that was previously published back in 1993/1994 time in The
Supreme Magic Companys "Magigram" Magazine together with material that was
published in 1996/1997 in Repro Magic's "Club 71" magazine, combined with
relevant extracts from various of Royle's Mentalism and Psychic Books that have
been published over the past decade or so, all finished off and tied together
logically with some brand new material, ideas, insights and invaluable
knowledge, it is to true to say that this is one of the most comprehensive books of
its kind ever published. 

Amongst the Numerous Things You Will Learn Within The Pages of this truly
Unique Course Are: 

*Royle Reveal's every element of his Complete Step by Step, Fully Routined and
Scripted Evening of Clairvoyance, Physical Mediumship and Spiritual Healing
Show "Bridges From Beyond" with which in the early 90's he had the "experts"
fooled and featured regularly in International Publication "Psychic News" who at
the time dubbed him as "The New Uri Geller and Doris Stokes Rolled into one!" 

*An Easy System to Remember and Easily Recall the Meanings of all 78 Tarot
Cards in Less than a couple of hours. 
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*How to almost instantly remember the meanings of all 52 Standard Playing
Cards in Terms of using them for Cartomancy & Psychic Readings. 

*Discover How to use your new knowledge and understanding of the meanings
and interpretations of both the Tarot Cards and also Normal Playing Cards to
enable you to give detailed and accurate Personal One to One Psychic
Readings. 

*Plus you'll be able to give Tarot and/or Playing Card Readings of an extremely
accurate and mind blowing nature from the Stage to audiences both large and
small with great success. 

*Become a Master of Astrology enabling you to give detailed and accurate Star
Sign Readings within minutes of reading the easy to learn Secrets revealed in
these pages. 

*Discover how to point at complete strangers in the audience and tell them
exactly what their Star Sign is without anything ever having to be written down,
no pre-show work of any kind and no difficult to learn or use progressive
anagrams or maths systems ever required. 

*Develop the ability to be able to give detailed and accurate readings to people
by simply asking them what their name is. 

*Discover the until now jealously guarded real world "Cold Reading" Secrets of
the Stage Clairvoyants and Platform Mediums. 

*Royle also reveals the "Hot Reading" techniques he was using 25+ years ago
and how the same pre-show information can be obtained with the greatest of
ease in this modern world enabling you to rapidly gain a reputation as one of the
Worlds Most Accurate Psychics. 

*Combine "Hot Reading" and "Cold Reading" techniques together effectively and
reliably. 

*How to use Pre-Show information gathering techniques and also live in the
moment "real time" information gathering techniques to help make your readings
and "messages from spirit" more accurate than the vast majority of "shut eye"
Mediums could ever possibly dream of. 
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*Discover how to give demonstrations of "Psychic Healing" or so called "Spiritual
Healing" in a manner whereby you can GENUINELY help people to overcome
Habits, Addictions, Fears, Phobias, Emotional Issues and various other Health
Problems in a manner that is also Legal, ETHICAL and above all else 100%
SAFE for the volunteers involved. 

*Learn the Key Secrets of how to give Entertaining and Educational
demonstrations of Past LIfe Regression and how you could profit from these on a
one to one consultation basis and also more so from running "An Evening of Past
Life Regression" style events. 

*Some important insights into Seance Work, Ghost Hunting & Paranormal
Investigation Style events are also discussed and shared along the way. 

*The True Psychology of How and Why these techniques work so effectively.
Understand the components and Psychological Triggers discussed and taught in
this section and you will also develop the ability to be able to influence, persuade
and positively manipulate most anybody to think, say, do and/or experience
pretty much anything and everything you could possibly ever desire them to. 

*Secret's, Technique and Routines which can be used to gain much valuable
Television, Radio, Newspaper and Magazine Publicity for your Psychic Talents
around the World, whilst also helping to build your reputation as a truly World
Class Psychic Phenomenon. 

*For the first time ever Royle Reveal's the Logical & Ingenious Secret behind why
he billed himself in the early 90's as "Britain's Fastest Spiritualist Medium" and in
his marketing relied heavily on the claim that more people would get messages
from the Spirit World by attending his platform demonstrations than they would
attending at any given by other mediums. And of course you'll discover how you
too could do the same with ease. 

*Royle's actual word for word Script, with all the Psychology explained and
techniques revealed and taught along the way are included exactly as he uses
them and has used them in each and every one of the many thoushands of one
to one Psychic Readings he has given over the past 25+ years. These Secrets
are worth their weight in gold to any working Psychic. 
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*Plus ton's of other tried, tested and proven to consistently work in the real world,
Secrets, Ploys, Strategies and insider techniques of the Worlds Greatest
Psychics. 

CHECK OUT THE PRAISE FOR THIS NEW BOOK HERE: 

______________________________________ 

There is some really powerful material here , use it as you will but please think of
others and their feelings when you do 

A MUST READ FOR THOSE WITH AN INTEREST IN THE PSYCHIC WORLD
REGARDLESS OF BELIEFS 

Jon Scotland 

_______________________________________ 

If you are just starting your journey in the world of psychic entertainment or even
an experienced entertainer wanting to make a cross over into another form of
entertainment this book is a must! 

Ray Ronson - Hypnotist and actor (IMDB Ray Ronson) 

________________________________________ 

This is a great stepping stone into the world of psychic entertainment, but
hopefully on the grounds of just that entertainment.. But hey ho I'm not your
farther lol... 

So to sum it all up... This is yet another great book by Alex, and one that you will
refer to time and time again!! 

Rick Kirkby C.Ht.
IMdb Accredited Producer for Art Of The Ghost Hunter.
And Paranormal Investigator and Paranormal Consultant. 

_____________________________________________ 
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I would whole heartedly reccomend this to anyone interested in either propless
mentalism, psychic entertainment, or indeed anyone simply wanting to create
more 'imapct' with thier existing performances, through connecting and
resonating with people on a very real, but 'energetic' level." 

Wayne Dharana 

_________________________________________________ 

Fairly Endorsed for an average self- responsible Amateur as well as an
experienced Speaker and even World Class Psychic Performers will no doubt
learn a thing or two. 

A very comprehensive collection of techniques to ensure your success. 

Appreciatively, Holistic Zen Baltilund, aka Your Bottom Line Therapist.
The Netherlands, 25th April, 2015 

___________________________________________ 

Whether you want to introduce a psychic element to your magic, confidently work
the Psychic Fayre circuit or put on a full evening of psychic entertainment, this is
the PDF you will need. 

Chris Byng - Professional Tarot Reader and Psychic Entertainer. 

______________________________________________ 

This is not only valuable for someone who wants to learn how to work as a
professional psychic, but it is also a fantastic example of how a working psychic
structures a show. 

As a working pro myself, I can personally attest to the value contained within this
wonderful book. 

~Brian (HypnoSwami) Stracner~ 

___________________________________________ 
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If you have an interest in Psychic entertaining then the information contained
within this work will be of use to you and the links provided to further external
reading/viewing (some free, some not) will also serve to further your career and
potential earnings. 

It is, in summary, a generous offering from Jonathan and I have no doubt that
anyone will be pleased with their purchase of it. 

Chris Davis Dip.C.Hyp/NLP
Hypnotist, MIND Coach & Psychic dabbler. 

___________________________________________ 

Royle's thoughts on Psychic Entertainment are invaluable to anyone looking at
improving or expanding an existing act, or starting in the business. 

There is a lot of psychology based on real world experience over a number of
years, within these pages, sure to be of use to open eye mediums, fortune tellers
and even magicians and mentalists who might not want to associate themselves
with presenting true psychic powers. 

I've used many of the techniques, ploys and methods described, as taught to me
by Jonathan, over the last few years, and have had some amazing reactions! 

S. Cassells aka Harrizon The Hypnotist 

___________________________________________ 

Jonathan/ Alex took 26 years to learn his trade, you can really tell the techniques
being taught have been honed in the real world. 

The Uri Gellar explanations I found fascinating. I honestly Can't recommend this
enough. 

It is easily worth 10 times the tiny price being asked. 

THE END. 

Graham Kempster. 
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___________________________________________ 

Britain has indeed got talent and it need look no further Than Jonathan Royle, he
is in my opinion a must read Author. And in his latest book "The Psychic Secrets
of Alex-Leroy" he reveals all of his, until now, most jealously guarded secrets for
"Psychic Success" Unreservedly reccomended. 

MAX KAAN - Master Hypnotist & Mind Expert 

___________________________________________ 

The Psychic Secrets of Alex-Leroy" is written in Jonathan Royle's characteristic
straight forward style that, while it will never win literary awards, makes
understanding what he teaches easily understood. 

Whether you are wanting to be a psychic, be a debunker, or add to your skills as
an entertainer, this is a must read. Jonathan freely shares loads of tips,
techniques, and tricks that are closely guarded secrets by many others. 

I am impressed by the many credits given to ideas of others and the many
sources you can go to to learn more. 

Ray Thompson, The Mind Wizard 

___________________________________________ 

Retails at $97 US Dollars (approx £65 UK Sterling or 87 Euros) 

ORDER TODAY & GET FIVE AMAZING BONUS GIFTS WHICH INCLUDE: 

*The Astrologers Dream (retails at $20) 

*Cold Reading For Magicians & Mentalists (retails at $27) 

*Have You Lived Before (retails at $9.70) 

*Cold Reading & Mentalism For The Psychic Entertainer (retails at $37) 
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*Klear Thoughtz Mentalism (retails at $37) 

FIVE BONUS EBOOKS WITH A COMBINED RETAIL VALUE OF OVER $130
(Approx £86 Sterling) 

And yet you get all those 5 amazing bonus items included in the package at no
extra cost! 

REMEMBER: These 5 Bonus Manuals include further comprehensive Works on
Cold Reading, Tarot Reading and other Psychic Skills and Techniques. 

Plus you will also learn all of Royle's techniques that he has used over the past
20+ years to be regularly featured alongside some of the Worlds Biggest
Celebrities on Television and Radio Shows and also in Newspaper and Magazine
Features all over the World. 

Yes indeed within these bonus manuals you will learn Royles Unique Psychic
Reading Methods of Navel Gazing (Psychic Belly Button Reading) - Pawology
(Palmistry for Dogs) - Hose Pipe Reading, Tree Slapping - Tea Bag Reading and
other Bizarre Psychic Talents that have enabled Royle to be featured alongside
Major Celebrities in Media all over the world on a regular basis. 

Retails at $97 US Dollars (approx £65 UK Sterling or 87 Euros)
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